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Illustration of a chimaera from Fantastic
Beasts: Cases of the Wizarding World.

Chimaera, a creature only mentioned briefly in the
Harry Potter series, is an iconic beast that has origins in ancient
mythologies worldwide. Its use by J.K. Rowling in the wizarding
world that she created serves to provide historical context for the
non-muggle universe.The chimera represents a wider backstory
and mythos which give rise to endless unanswered questions but
enrich the story.
In classical Greek mythology, the chimaera (or chimera,
as it is more commonly spelled) is a fearsome animal, usually
depicted as a fire-breathing lion with an additional goat head and
a reptilian tale sometimes
tipped with the head of a
snake (or dragon). First arising in Homer’s Iliad, where
it is briefly described as “of
divine stock, not of men, in
the fore part a lion, in the
hinder a serpent, and in the
midst a goat, breathing forth
in terrible wise the might
of blazing fire,” the creaA Greek plate with a depiction of
ture probably predates the
a chimera, dating from roughly
author in lost works. Hesiod
350 BC. Currently on display at
and Ovid also provide a
the Louvre.
similar description, with
widespread accounts produced over the next two centuries.The
story of Bellerophon in particular, in which the hero defeats the
creature only to fall from his horse and parish himself, is one of
the most commonly distributed tales involving the beast.
Although primarily associated with Greek mythology, the most ubiquitous use of the word “chimaera” today is in
reference to any hybrid animal, specifically one with mixed cells
of different genotypes.These are typically the result of fertil-

ized eggs merging in the womb, but can also be the result of
cross-species breeding or scientific experimentation.This wider
definition, appropriately called chimerism, reflects how the
original creature defines and embodies the multi-animal combinations that appear so frequently across most mythologies. Other
creatures in the Harry Potter universe in this family include the
Greek hippogriff, English cockatrice, Egyptian sphinx, and the
unique blast-ended skrewts bred by Hagrid (an ill-advised cross
between manticores and fire crabs.)
The chimaera itself is only mentioned sporadically in
the books. Hermione mentions that Hagrid (fortunately) has not
been able to get his hands on a rare chimaera egg in Harry Potter
and the Order of the Phoenix. Befitting its dangerous nature, Harry
briefly sees its distinctive figure in the fatal fiendfyre unleashed

The Chimera of Arrezo, an Etruscian bronze sculpture dating
from 400 BC. Originally part of a larger tableau depicting the
battle with Bellerophon.

by the late Crabbe, and Elphias Doge mentions “narrow escapes
from chimaeras in Greece” with Dumbledore in his moving
memorial letter.The compendium Fantastic Beasts andWhere to
Find Them classifies chimaeras as XXXXX: “Known wizard killer
/ impossible to train or domesticate” and that “there is only one
known instance of the successful slaying of a Chimaera and the
unlucky wizard concerned fell to his death from his winged
horse…shortly afterwards, exhausted by his efforts.” Perhaps it is
for the best that our heroes did not actually encounter one.
The description in Fantastic Beasts andWhere to Find Them
provides the most tangible link between the mythical creature
and its magical counterpart.The wizard who slew the chimera,
only to die shortly thereafter, closely parallels the Greek myth of
Bellerophon discussed earlier.The hero also fell from his “winged
horse,” possibly a pegasus or thestral. Both provide the only
account of the defeat of a chimera, underscoring its powerful
nature. A subtle difference is their place of origin; the historical
passages, although Greek, all attribute the chimera’s native land
to be in Lycia which is modern-day Turkey, while Rowling’s version is explicitly from Greece. Despite these minor differences,
the magical version is clearly meant to be a real-life representation of the mythological creature.
The chimaera is not the only mythological character that
turns up in Harry Potter.The other Greek creatures mentioned,
such as the hippogriff, centaur and manticore, are joined by a
menagerie of beasts from folklores the world over; trolls, werewolves, unicorns, merfolk and basilisks all jump from the pages
of ancient tales to pop up with surprisingly regularity. Dragons,
the most universal fantasy creature, appear in some variation
in almost every historical culture worldwide, and during the
Tri-Wizard Tournament we discover that there are in face many

Harry and Hermione flee from a chimaera in the fiendfyre
that destroys the Room of Requirement.

A modern illustration of a chimera, used as the basis for an
enemy in the video game God of War.

varieties of the flying fire-lizards, native to lands from Sweden to
China.
The appearance of these supposedly mythical creatures
raises several questions. If the creatures themselves are real, are
the myths that they are involved in historically factual as well? We
know that a wizard, possibly Bellerophon, killed a chimaera. Did
a sphinx really guard the ancient city of Thebes? Was King Harald
I of Norway a closet werewolf? Was a basilisk killed by the Philistines, as says the book of Isiah in the bible? This leady is into the
thorniest of territories; religion. Mythology, as we know it today,
is usually based on the extinct faiths of ancient cultures. If these
past beliefs have magical basis, the implications for the contemporary wizarding world are extensive. Religion is not discussed
deeply in the Harry Potter novels, although the students of Hogwarts notably celebrateYule instead of Christmas, or at least use
them interchangeably. Although there are fan forums that discuss
this matter further (and make a convincing argument that Jesus
was a wizard) it is probably best to not go all the way down the
rabbit hole, and instead view these questions in a larger context.
Although we will never know what parts of muggle
mythologies and religions are hidden in the wizarding world,
the mere fact that the inclusion of legendary beasts and animals
can lead to these questions gives credence to the depth of the
world that Rowling created. Even if the series, originally at
least, was marketed to a younger audience, these nuanced
yet unanswered dimensions are what intrigue so many adult
readers, whether they grew up alongside Harry himself or
discovered their way to Hogwarts through entirely different
paths. Since this is a continuously expanding world, through
resources such a Pottermore and the development of even
more supplementary material, it is assured that we will always
be left, happily, with more questions than answers.
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